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Cordova, Dougherty win in A.S. runoffs
, March 24, 1983

Pk

Reeves prevails in race
for academic affairs post
By Janet Cassidy
In a run-off election, Progressive Student Party candidate Kathy Cordova won the office of Associated Students president over opponent Robert
Musil by 120 votes.
The runoff resulted from three unsettled offices in the March 16 and 17
A.S. elections.
-Although things got a bit scary last week, I feel really good about the
results," said Cordova. the Progressive Student Party candidate.
Musil, of the Your Effective Student Support party was unavailable
for comment Thursday night.
Of the three offices participating in the run-off election, two were
taken by PSP party candidates and
one by the opposing YESS party
candidate, according to election officials.
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In the vice-presidential race,
PSP’s Larry Dougherty got 693
votes, while YESS candidate Greg
Ruppert received 628.
"I’m happy, and I look forward
to working with the board on getting
the student internship program with
the city council," Dougherty said.
Ruppert smiled and said."You

win some, you lose some."
Election officials also announced Thursday night that they will recount
the votes cast for the office of personnel director, at the request of Terri
Mangum of the PSP party.
In another runoff election, Ron Reeves of YESS won the office of academic affairs director over Dee Chastain of PSP by 633 votes to 566.

Cordova campaigned in favor of CalPIRG, increasing taxes to offset
SJSU fee increases, and against the law requiring male SJSU students to
register for the draft before qualifying for financial aid.
CalPIRG, a statewide consumer lobbying group, was approved by students at the March 16 and 17 elections by a vote of 1,188 to 793.
She didn’t comment on the Rec Center or the proposed San Carlos St. garage.
Musil agreed with Cordova in favor of increasing taxes to offset higher
fees and against the draft law. He campaigned for the Rec Center and the
San Carlos St. garage, and didn’t take a stand on CalPIRG.
Original poll results stated that Musil had won the presidential office by
a margin of 956 votes to 953.
Cordova said Thursday night
that she didn’t think she had lost the
election yet, because the "results
were just too close."

votes cast for the office, because neither received more than 50 percent of
the votes cast.
Friday morning, officials also discovered that a runoff would have to determine a winner for the director of academic affairs. Freiling said.
A runoff takes place whenever there are more than two candidates running for office, according to Judy Hermann, election board adviser.
When more than two candidates run for an office, it is mathematically
impossible for anyone to receive 50 percent or more of the votes cast, she
said.

Striking design. .

She filed for a recount of the
votes and a runoff election Friday
morning.
Election officials agreed to the
recount, but not the runoff, because
Musil had received more than 50
percent of the votes for president,
they said.
But on Monday officials added
Cordova and Musil to the list of runoff candidates after they decided
the 40 previously ignored write-in
ballots must be included in the total
votes cast for president.
Larry Dougherty
Including the write-in ballots
meant that neither Musil nor Cordova received more than 50 percent of the
votes, and a runoff was necessary.
Officials have known since ballots were tallied March 17 that the two
vice-presidential candidates, Greg Ruppert of YESS and Larry Dougherty
of PSP, would need a runoff election to decide a winner.
Neither candidate received a majority, or more than 50 percent of the

Campus groups must now file
budget reports for A.S. funds
By Jan Field
All campus groups receiving
money from the Associated Students
general fund or the Revised Automatic Funding Intitative fund must
now submit a list of all their sources
of income and expenditures before
getting any money.
The A.S. board of directors
unanimously approved Wednesday
two new budget stipulationsrequirmg a more complete budget from
groups that the board has funding
control over. This is to ensure the
budget committee can consider all
other sources of funding when making its budget recommendations, directors said.
Several A.S.-funded groups
have received funding elswhere and
have not reported it in their A.S.

budget requests, said Barry Probst,
A.S. budget committee chairman.
These groups are entitled to outside money, he said, but A.S. wants
to know about it.
The seven groups that receive
RAFI money have been requesting
money from IRA and directors want

such," Probst said
Directors said earlier this week
that RAFI is "advisory," and they
are not bound to automatically ford
the seven RAFI groups, even though
students passed two initiatives supporting automatic funding. Directors have also said they don’t like

See related story, page 8
to know how much the groups are
getting when making out the A.S.
budget, Probst said.
RAFI money is supplementary
to IRA, "and should be treated as

the automatic funding aspect of
RAFI because it takes control of 20
percent of the A.S. budget out of
their hands.
A.S. directors said they don’t

neccesarily want to deny what each
RAFI group is entitled to. But before
parceling out A.S. money, they said
they want to know if groups are already getting money from non-A S
sources.
Groups expect most of their
money from RAFI and look to IRA
for additional money. Probst said,
but RAFI should be supplemental to
other sources of income.
Under RAFI, $1.90 from every
student’s fee is given to the music
department, which receives 30
cents; Art Gallery, 20 cents; theatre
arts, 25 cents; the Independent
Weekly, 15 cents; KSJS, 25 cents;
Radio/TV News center, 25 cents;
and the Spartan Daily, 50 cents.

Pamck O’Keefe
Christine Ludeke puts her ’striking machine to test her assignmet, worth 40% of
the grade in Design 29 was to make that would strike a match in 11 seconds. And if
she or the 35 other students blew it .. let’s lust say their grade was burnt.

D.A. decides not to prosecute SJSU student Webb
By Cassie MacDuff
Felony assault charges against SJSU student Ray Webb have been
dropped, Deputy District Attorney Ken McCullough said Monday.
McCullough said the district attorney’s office decided not to prosecute
the case because "there was mutual combat" between the suspect and the
victim in the Feb. 9 incident.
But someone forgot to tell Webb.
Webb appeared in San Jose Municipal Court Wednesday to be arraigned
on charges of assault with a deadly weapon stemming from a dispute with a
parking lot attendant, only to be told no charges had been filed.
It was the second time Webb had appeared for arraignment in the case
and been told no charges had been filed against him.
Judge Stephen V. Manley told Webb to reappear for arraignment April
27.
When an arraignment is continued to a later date, if no charges have
been filed by the second time the suspect appears, the case usually is dismissed, a Municipal Court clerk told Webb.
But Webb’s bail bond had been misplaced and his name did not appear
on Wednesday’s court calendar. A bailiff sent Webb to the court clerk’s office where a clerk located the bond and sent it into the courtroom.
The judge evidently was not aware it was Webb’s second appearance
and told him to return next month.

SJPD investigating officer Sgt. John Cook said it was "an administrative oversight" that neither Webb nor the court had been notified of the decision not to prosecute.
As Webb left the courtroom, Cook, who was there for another case, recognized Webb and told him he would try to clear up the paperwork snafu.
SJPD records supervisor Karen Huggins said Webb’s police file is
marked "case closed, prosecution refused." The court does not open files on
a case until charges have been made.
Webb’s brush with the law began Feb. 9 when he was arrested on suspicion of assaulting a parking lot attendant and the attendant’s friend with a
baseball bat after a dispute about where Webb parked his car.
Webb told Spartan Daily reporters the attendant threatened to have his
car towed when he didn’t park where the attendant indicated. The two men
argued and Webb left the lot to attend classes.
When he returned to the lot that afternoon, the car had not been towed,
Webb said. As he drove out of the lot, the attendant shouted to him. Webb
stopped his car and got out, he said.
Webb said the attendant and another man approached him and both
men hit him in the head with their fists, he said.
Webb returned to his car and got an aluminum baseball bat out of the
trunk, he said.
The attendant armed himself with a pole and the other man brandished

a knife, Webb said. When the man with the knife ran, Webb pursued him to
the Men’s Gym and struck him on the leg with the bat "to get him to drop the
knife. The attendant said he hit Webb first because he thought Webb intended
to hit him.
University Police arrested Webb on suspicion of assault with a deadly
weapon. He was booked into Santa Clara County Jail and released the next
day on $5,600 bail.
Police would not release the names of the other two men involved in the
attack because the police report lists them as the victims of the assault.
McCullough said the District Attorney would not try the case because
there was fault on both sides,
"What would we do, issue (complaints) against both of them" McCullough asked. "Who would we call as a witness? The jury would laugh us out
of court."
McCullough said neither assailant nor victim would be able to testify
without incriminating himself for taking part in the assault.
The Fifth Amendment protects witnesses from self-incrimination so
"you have no witness," he said.
McCullough said as long as the statute of limitations hold, charges still
could be filed against any of the men, but he does not foresee reopening the
case.

Anderson controversy monopolizes Associated Students’ time
Anderson case stalemates A.S.
By Janet Cassidy
Associated Students officials
can’t decide what’s more important
getting on with new business or
settling their dispute with A.S. president John "Tony" Anderson.
Unfortunately, several students
are involved with both tasks, so neither can be accomplished without
some sort of agreement.
Because of this stalemate, the
judiciary committee wasn’t sure
what was going to happen Wednesday when they met in the Student
Union Pacheco Room prior to the
A.S. board meeting.
On one hand, the A.S. board of
directors want to start preparing

next year’s budget
On the other hand, the A.S. judiciary wants to begin reviewing the
charges against Anderson and determining if he has violated the A.S.
constitution.
Certain A.S. directors on the
board would have to appear as witnesses at the hearing, according to
Steve Blanton, judiciary chief justice.
At a preliminary hearing March
14, the judiciary committee scheduled Anderson’s first formal hearing
at the
fOr 3:30 p.m. Wednesday
same time as the regular A.S. board
of directors meeting.
By Wednesday, AS. officials

from the two groups still hadn’t settled their dispute.
Blanton, who heads the judiciary hearings, said judiciary members couldn’t meet another time
ofday because of conflicting schedules.
Rick Spargo, A.S. vice president
and chairman of the board, said the
regularly scheduled meeting is set
for the same time every week and
takes precedence over the judiciary’s hearings.
Anderson, who said he is paying
a generous sum for a private attorney to represent him, wants to know
"if this is going to be a weekly series
of depressing news, like ’the Waltons,’ " he said. Anderson did not
say how much he is paying.
If it is, he said, board members
Centinued ampees II

Doying shuns role in hearing
By Janet Cassidy
An Associated Students director
said Wednesday that he doesn’t
think he should be prosecuting A.S.
President John "Tony" Anderson
for charges the director helped to investigate.

approve a resolution asking Anderson to step down as president, "so
you can’t say I’m an impartial
bystander."
Second, "I’m not a prosecuting
attorney," Doying said.
"I’m not even a pre-law student.
I’m a business major,- he added.

Sam Doying, student rights and
responsibilities director, told the
A.S. judiciary committee at a meeting Wednesday he did not want to be
prosecutor if a formal hearing "with
witnesses and cross-examining"
was going to take place.

Judiciary committee members
scheduled a formal hearing for
Wednesday, but a scheduling conflict with the A.S. board of
directorsmeeting prevented the
hearing from being held.

Doying gave two reasons for his
stance. First, Doying voted, along
with II of the 12 board members, to

Steve Blanton, chief justice of
the judiciary committee, said he
thought the board of directors

should appoint a replacement for
Doying.
"The board would probably be
willing to appoint someone. but I’m
not sure it’s the board’s position,"
Doying said. "I think maybe it’s the
chief justice’s position."
"The A.S. constitution’s act 36,
Continued on pep II
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Partly cloudy skies are expected today, with increasing
cloudiness Friday night. The
chance of rain will be increasing
Saturday morning, according to
the National Weather Service.
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EDITORIAL

REC wronged, but still not right
an earlier editorial the Spartan Daily
In
commented on the issues surrounding the
Rec Center. This editorial contained
some factual errors regarding the cost of the
structure and what exactly was presented to
the students on the March, 1982 ballot.
Nonetheless, we stand by our opinion
that the flee Center is becoming no more
than a glorified gymnasium.
We said the cost would be $21 million, $8
million over budget, because the planning
committee did not include costs for the architect’s fee, interest payments on a multimillion dollar construction bond and site preparation. We were wrong about the price.
.After these oversights were discovered,
the planning committee revised the original
estimate, putting such facilities as the swimming and diving pools on the back -burner
until outside funding could be obtained.
This revised estimate, which was announced when most students were out of
during
the
Christmas/semester
school
break, brought the $21 million estimate back
$4 million
down to $17 million a paltry
over the original estimate that students aecepted.
The editorial also mentioned that the

original plans included facilities such as an
indoor track area and an indoor soccer field.
Actually, these items were never actually promised to the students. The wording
on the Rec Center promotional material said
the facilities were only the "tentative design
of the proposed facility."
The grandiose RE(’ Center plans are
being stripped away to reveal what looks
like a gym.
With the absence of the swimming facilities. SJSU students are paying for something
that no longer resembles what was originally presented.Currently, each SJSU student pays $10 semester for the Rec Center.
But by the fall of 1984, SJSU students will be
paving as much as $40 a semester.Outside
funding may help, but it’s going to be hard to
get any kind of outside funding in these hard
financial times.
Although our original editorial did contain some errors, its point remains the same.
Students should be given the opportunity to
vote again on the Rec Center. They should be
allowed to decide whether it will be a gym
or a lice Center
and whether they want it
at all.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

In my opinion . . .
Student clears up
a few statements

Bored with bumper stickers
Free speech is a widely used right in this country.
Americans simply have a thing about speaking out,
whether anyone cares to hear them or not.
Their messages are found everywhere on T-shirts,
hats, jewelry and of course, the all-time favorite, the
bumper sticker.
Cars in California are as sacred as the cow is in
ndia, so most people here are daily bombarded with
bumper sticker preachings.

By Karen Sorensen
Staff Writer

It would not be so bad if every car had a different
bumper sticker, bu unfortunately this is not the case.
Bumper stickers are trendy, like many other things.
As a result, Bumper Sticker Boredom has now become
an acute illness.
One of the most serious symptoms of this illness
came a few years back, when the "I Found It" stickers
came out. It was impossible to get 10 feet from home
without seeing one. I never felt so left out in my life. I
was convinced everyone had found "it" but me. Finally
a wise person manufactured a "What Is It?" sticker.
Eventually those people who sleep in on Sundays realized that "it" was religion.
Thank Heaven someone came up with "I Lost It"
followed by "1 Never Had It" and the classic "I Stepped
In It."
The tables were turned and the joke was on the
founders of "I Found It."
Then of course there are the rainbow stickers,
which are extremely popular throughout the country,
but especially with VW Bug drivers from Santa Cruz.
One would assume that the driver of a "rainbow
car" would be a bright and cheery person. But there is a
theory that "rainbow people" are actually invaders
from another planet plotting to take over the world.

TALKMAN:

They supposedly use it as a code to communicate with
each other without attracting attention. Don’t trust
them!
Sex is a popular bumper sticker theme. People have
an absolute obsession for telling the world how they do
it. where they do it and how well they do it.
Just in case the public hasn’t heard, "Nurses Do It
With Care," "Photographers Do It In The Dark," "Divers Do It Deeper," and "Waterskiers Stay Up Longer."
The list goes on and on, but who really cares
whether they do it at all?
Men continue to be hung up on themselves, or so it
would seem from stickers such as "Fishermen Have
Bigger Rods" and "It Takes Studs To Build A House."
It is also saddening that there are so many unhappy,
unsatisfied drivers. They are never doing what they
want to do, but continually complain they would rather
be sailing, skiing, dancing, windsurfing, etc.
It’s not that all bumper stickers are stupid. Many
are amusing to begin with, but like a good song, are ruined with repetition..
It is getting to the point where I would rather see
"Have You Fed Your Fish Today?" over "Have You
Hugged Your Kid Today?" And everyone and his second
cousin has to copy the KOME style?
An opinion piece on bumper stickers would not be
complete without the mention of the recent craze of
heart symbol stickers. One of the first was "1 ( heart
symbol) New York" which was peachy enough, but now
we have "1 (heart symbol) every other location on the
planet," "I ( heart symbol) my Yorkshire terrier. German Shepard, Abyssinian cat, Chihuahua
Advertising has also picked up on heart symbols. A
recent bumper sticker development was "1 ( heart symbol) My Shell Credit Card." It is hard to imagine why
the world would want to know this.
Admittedly, there is one extremely "profound"
heart symbol sticker. "1 ( heart symbol) money."
Everyone ( heart symbol Is money.
Bumper stickers will continue to be trendy and
Bumper Sticker Boredom will continue to be rampant.
Fortunately, there are those who will now speak up
against this monotony with stickers such as "I Hate
( heart symbol)."
Amen to that.
This article reflects the personal opinion of the writer.

Editor:
would like to clear up a few
statements concerning events which
the program board helped sponsor
during Womyn’s Week. I have
talked with reporter Craig Carter,
whose beat is the program board,
and he agreed that he would have
written a more balanced and objective article if he had spent more
than three minutes interviewing me
over the phone.
First of all, the Women’s Center
understands that the program
board, and especially Dan Ross,
must adequately account for their
expenditures. The program board is
funded by students and its purpose
is to provide diverse cultural programming for students in the way of
music, speakers, films, etc. The
board served its purpose by providing funds for top-rate entertainment
during Womyn’s Week. I was disappointed that not more people came
to Womyn’s Week entertainment.
But. I am even more disappointed
and angered by the statements from
members of the program board who
faulted the Women’s Center for a
lack of publicity.
The truth is that looking at our
budget 1$1,800 for the entire week),
we did an incredible amount of publicity. Calendar listings for Womyn’s Week entertainment went out
to six different women’s and lesbian
publications with a total circulation
of 32,650. We printed 4,000 flyers and
1,000 brochures; sent press releases
to all area newspapers and radio
stations; and put up individual posters for the entertainment in local
businesses, bars and colleges.
The main reason more people
didn’t show up is because SJSU is a
commuter campus. Equally impor-

tant is that few people have ever
heard of feminist artists and even
fewer appreciate them.
I want to clear up a few
statements made by program board
members. Dan Ross admitted to me
that he never asked me for a complimentary guest list. If he had. I
would have gladly told him to ask
Natalie Sibert and Bob Gibson who
both had copies of our guest list of
fifteen. I was puzzled by Natalie’s
quote in the Daily that the Women’s
Center had a "tremendous guest
list" since I had specifically asked
her if the size of the guest list was
okay. She assured me that she was
misquoted. In their regular weekly
meeting, Natalie made the comment that perhaps in the future,
guest lists should be reduced.
The Daily’s coverage of Womyn’s Week entertainment and our
relationship with the program board
is only the latest attempt to discredit
the Women’s Center and its vital
programs. Fortunately, however,
many people in this campus community prefer to check out the center’s
activities for themselves (witnessed
by the dramatic increase in numbers at most Womyn’s Week
events), instead of relying on biased
editorials written in the sterile confines of the Daily offices.
The Women’s Center is not the
only progressive group targeted by
the Daily. The Progressive Student
Party has been maligned as well.
What concerns me is that none of the
editors even attended the presidential candidate debates and yet
they published an editorial endorsing Robert Musil and dismissing Kathy Cordova because she
didn’t offer solutions, while she did
in fact offer numerous solutions in
an interview on the adjoining page.
Responsible journalism begins
with responsible reporters and edi-
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tors. Our campus deserves this
Much.
Karen Ilester
Women’s Studies
graduate
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Halfway houses
don’t hurt image
Editor:
What hypocrites no pun intended the Greeks and other fraternities and sororities are.
Baron says the halfway houses
and Job Corps dorms are hurting the
university’s image. From what I
have seen and read of the Greeks’
activities this last year, I would say
that they are the ones who have hurt
the image.
I walk by the Job Corps dorms
several times each day. The members keep the area clean. I have
never been bothered by any of them.
I think one of the reasons the
fraternities are so uptight is because
of a lack of understanding on their
part. Because of mommy and daddy’s dough they can go to a university, party and get bombed.
Their life experiences have been
carefully insulated. As a result of
this, they know little of life including themselves and other people.
And now they seek to insulate
themselves even further from the
"distasteful" elements.
What a bunch of phonies.
Dana Perrigan
English
senior
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All letters must bear the
writer’s name, signature. major,
phone number and class standing.
The phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan Daily.

What are your plans for spring break?

4

I’m going to Washington, D.C.
Lesley Ogden
Health Science
senior

Probably
mostly
study. Sorry I couldn’t
come up with something
more original
Bob Johnson
Computer Science
senior

I’m going to finish an
oil painting I started at
Christmas and sleep.
Lane! Newman
Linguistics
freshman

I’m planning to go to
Lake Tahoe and enjoy
beautiful weather and do a
lot of skiing.
Joe Marenin
Undeclared
freshman

CI

at
ci

Asked in front of the Clark Library.

Rugby practice, and I
might go to Long Beach for
the Grand Prix and do my
research project.
Bruce Shields
Recreations and Leisure
senior
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR -then, print inaccuDaily wrong on Daily,
rate information or did it
Spartan Shops carelessly
overlook this

8,(A
Susan Hummer is the San Jose
City Council representative for downtown. Her district incorporates SJSU.
Spartan Daily reporter Larry Hooper
spoke with her on issues concerning
campus.
Q: Mayor Tom McEnery originally pledged city support id’ the Spartan Stadium expansion. Ile has since
dropped such plans. Why, and where
do you stand on that issue?
A: I think that Tom ( McEnery
had a couple of meetings and decided
that the expansion was a good idea.
Since those meetings, some situations
with the city have changed. San Antonio ( Plaza ) has not been moving
along as fast as we had hoped. (The
San Antonio Plaza project includes
the two dirt parking lots on Fourth
Street across from campus.) We’ve
done an economic study on the expansion of the convention center and I
think we now are in a position to move
ahead with that. All of that has
he
made
his
changed
since
statements in favor of the expansion.
conexpanded
will
the
What
Q:
vention center do for downtown San
Jose?
A: The expanded center will be
able to attract large trade shows and
other conventions that we can’t do
now because we don’t have enough
space. These will certainly attract holeis and retail and all sorts of things to
the downtown.
Q: City Manager Francis Fox recently accused San Jose of "dragging
its feet." as far as redevelopment is

concerned. Why IS the San Antonio but those lots are most likely to be
Plaza project in particular going so completed first. It probably won’t be
next year. I know block four is dislowly?
A: Putting together a 8300 to $400 rectly across from you SJSU I. It is
million project is a big undertaking. going to be a nice mixture, though.
There are all sorts of agreements that You are going to have your garage
have to be made, It is going slowly and a sports complex, also.
and part of that is because of the econ-Q: Where does the city stand on
omy. The whole financing picture has SJSU’s Rec Center?
A: The city has not taken a posinot been that good for the past two
years. I think by the end of May, you tion on it, but it is going to be a real
are going to see some positive deci-asset to the downtown area. We’ll
sions made on that, and hopefully by have some traffic impaction probthe end of the year we will at least lems, but with the city and the universtart building the housing portion of sity working together, we can solve
it. That is on block five ( the dirt lot those. I like the idea of having such a
bordered by Third, Fourth, San Car-large arena in the downtown area. It
los and Paseo de San Antonio). In 1983 brings people downtown and they eat
we hopefully are actually going to and spend money. It is all good for the
break ground on the first housing city.
Q: The university will try to have
cars into the neighborhoods, I
down there. The plans show about 150
low-rise housing units, because that is the city amend its general plan to in-wouldn’t have any problems with it. I
the
closure
know that some of the people in the
of San Carlos Street
cheaper to build than high-rise hous-clude
through campus. Campus officials
neighborhoods are already against it
ing.
Q: sJSU has not had a good
Q: Earlier plans included high-say it nill provide needed parking
relationship with the surrounding
rise housing in the plaza project. has space now, and eventually provide a
park-like setting for students. Where
neighborhoods in the past. What do
the city given up on that?
you suggest?
A: Depending on how the first do you stand on that issue?
A: Ideally from the campus
A: There hasn’t been as close ol
housing goes, yes we do want to add
relationship with the neighborhoods
some high-rise. I don’t think that Mr. standpoint, San Carlos Street should
and (San Jose) State as! would like to
Fox was echoing the majority of the be closed. As far as the closure,
see. One of the things that I would like
though, until we can do a traffic study
council, though.
to do is have a town hall meeting in
Q: If construction begins on block and see how it is going to affect the
that area, maybe on the state camfive, which 5.1511 now uses for park-neighborhoods, I would just as soon
pus, where people can come and
ing. bs the end of the year. when can not say whether lam for or against it.
share with me their concerns about
we expect construction to begin on It would cut off all of that east -west
what is going on between the city and
the other dirt lot (block four, bor-traffic and give you more of a sense of
San Jose State, and how they think the
dered by Third. Fourth, San Fer-campus. Your campus is divided by
the traffic. If it can be done in such a
city can be a better partner with
nando and Paseo de San Antonio)?
State,
A: I don’t know any exact dates. way that it doesn’t dump a lot of extra

gap9 if the information is
Editor:
A column printed in accurate, then where is
the March 11 issue re- this money now?
My second comment is
ported that Spartan Shops
has alloctated $62,000 from in regard to the 674,009
which
has yet to be alloa surplus fund of $137,000 to
several student organiza- cated. As the directors of
tions, leaving 874,000 yet to Spartan shops have albe allocated. This article ready given a substantial
left me with two comments amount to several worthwhile groups, they should,
that I would like to make.
First, the information I think, return the remainpresented made me ques- ing Inds to their patrons in
tion both the caliber of the the form of lower prices.
Daily’s reporting and the David Ilawkyard
credibility of the printed Political Science
information. Supposedly, senior
$62,000 has already been
All letters must bear
name,
received by several stu- the
writer’s
dent groups: the Student signature, major, phone
Union
has
received number and class standing.
837,000; $2,700 was tiven to The phone number is for
the Student Financial Aid verification purposes, and
Scholarships; the Indepen- will not be printed. The
dent Weekly was allocated opinions in letters are those
85,000; $4,000 went to the of the writers, and do not
San Jose Choraliers; and necessarily represent those
MECHA received $3,500. of the Spartan Daily.
Take out your calculators,
be
can
Letters
readers, and you will agree delivered to the Daily,
that the sum of these fig- upstairs in Dwight Bentel
ures leave a deficit of $9,- Hall, or to the information
800, of which the Daily center on the first floor of
made no mention Did the the Student Union
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Now Get
the Experience.
Colleges teach yOu theory GTE Communications
Transmission Systems iets vou put those theories mto
practice in the dynamic top world of telecommunica
bons
We make a wide array vi telecommunications

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
is

You’ve Learned
the Theory.

Zealots’ march
was misguided
Editor:
Juevencia Romo and
her
band
of
zealots
marched into the battlefields of the Associated
Students Board of Directors meeting March 9.
They came with their flags
and accusations flying
Board of Directors, nothing but a bunch of "f---ing
racists", insensitive students, "a brilliantly conceived scheme" to bury
and disassociate the Chicanos of SJSU.
Juvencia Romo my
hat’s off to you, for yours
was truly a brilliantly conceived scheme. The transtering of blame of this unfortunate incident from
yourself to the Associated
Students was absolutely
masterful.
How unfortunate that
those two groups have only
yourself as a representative to rely upon, for it was
you alone who placed these
groups into their predicament.
Your main complaint
was that the time line for
the budget request forms
was extemely unfair. The
time line was set at December 8, through January
25: however, you would
probably know this considering that you were an A.S
controller yourself and
used this very same time
line.

During the meeting
Elaina Chang, Director of
Cal State Affairs, asked
you if you would still be
protesting the budget time
line if your budget request
had been accepted, your
reply was yes, you would. I
would like to know when
this sudden need for truth
and justice came upon you.
In your term as controller,
using the same time line,
you made no attempt to
change what you now feel
is a gross injustice. Last
year when Andy Arias,
A.S. Vice President, and
Dolores Canazales, Director of Ethnic Affairs, both
officers of El Concilio, submitted their budget request, where were the cries
of injustice then? I wonder
where your search for everlasting truth will take
you next, or will we just
have to wait for another incident that you were not
satisfied with before we
will hear your words of
wisdon again?
The only injustice that
has occurred is your failure to represent your
groups effectively, thus
disassociating yourself
George Saunders
Administra lion of Justice
senior

Radio major
likes KSJS
Editor:
I
am
constantly
amazed by the ignorance

of some students at SJSU
All of a sudden, people are
complaining that KSJS is
stale, uncreative and plays
nothing
but
mindless,
album -oriented "corporate
rock." Well folks, that is
what the majority of radio
listeners want to hear, as
evidenced by the popularity of stations such as
KEZR and KYUU.
Why should KSJS, a
station totally devoted to
educating the broadcasting
student for college afterlife, play music that simply
won’t make it in today’s
commercial broadcasting
world? Sure some people
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like to listen to the unformatted garbage that KFJC
plays, but those listeners
are a minority. And those
students playing music at
those so-called "alternative" radio stations, are
learning nothing but how to
spin records. Great for
now, but I’d like to see
them make it at a high-energy radio station such as
KFRC.
KFJC is not even close
to the real world. KSJS has
the tight format, the broadcasting rules, the management and the pressues of

most big-time commercial
radio stations. That is the
real world

Mark Nieto
Radio-TV Broadcasting
senior

BOOKSis.

prod
um, front advanced PABX telephone consoles to
sophisticated fiber optic systems Innovative products
designed to, the Informanon Era
I/1,5 b,eddl h of business provides new graduates with
valuable learning opportunities Engineering profes
portals gin experience in a variety of technologies,
from analog circuitry to satellites Manufacturing
engineers have a variety Of challenges in modern
facilities in the Southwest
Data processing and
financial professionals are involved in the management
of a growing high technology company
So. it you’re looking to put an that theory into
GTE
practice, go where you, get the experience
Communicetions Transmission Systems

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES

Our representatives will be on
campus March 17 & April 8, 1983

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

up now at you, Placement Office for your
send a letter and resume
Or, if you
to GTE Communications Transmission Systems.
College Reietions, 1105 Old County Road. San Carlos.
CA 94070 We are an equal opportunity employer,

Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay

BOOKS INC.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
()PEN EVES & WEEKENDS 243-6262
STEVENS CREEK AT WINCHESTER BLVI)

Sign
in
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Communications
Transmission Systems
’Working togothrer to Ira 1M beet"

Rockwell International know-how
is creating new career opportunities
every day.
The Space Shuttle orbiters and
main engines.
Valves for the largest gas transmission project in North America.
Axles for half of America’s
heavy-duty truck fleet.
Digital color weather radar.
The list goes on and on. And
behind every one of these
advanced technology projects:
Rockwell International
know-how.
We’ve made it our policy
to work at the leading edge of
technology. In our four main
business areas Aerospace,
Electronics (Commercial and
Defense) Atitomomv, General

Industrieswe create technologies in everything from supersonic
aircraft and million-mile truck
axles to sophisticated offset printing presses and avionics for the
next generation of jetliners.
That’s know-how at its best.
And to keep it growing, we need
America’s best engineers and
scientists .. . capable of developing, applying and innovatively
managing technology for many of
the world’s unprecedented
challenges.
And that means unprecedented opportunities for you.
We provide everything you’d
expect from a leading high-

technology company: a package
of benefits including in-house
education as well as tuition reimbursement for advanced studies.
We’ll soon be on campus land
campuses all over America) to
recruit engineering graduates for
hundreds of positions we have
available. We’re looking for Electrical, Mechanical, Industrial,
Aerospace, Civil and Chemical
Engineers, plus Computer Science,
Physics and Chemistry graduates.
Check your Campus Placement
Office for details.
Then arrange for an intervie
with the Rockwell recruiter on
your campus.
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New state educational loan available
By John Ventur trio
Students turned down for a student loan because their
parents make too much money should not despair - the
state has a new loan program designed to help students
not meeting the requirements for other loan programs.
"California Loans to Assist Students" is a new state sponsored program designed to "allow eligible middle-income students access to educational loans," according to

a release from the office of State Treasurer Jesse M.
Unruh.
Financially dependent students from middle-income
families are now ineligible from most federal loan programs, but the new California program will allow their
parents to borrow up to $3,000 per academic year and not
to exceed $15,000 at an annual rate of 12 percent.
Graduate students and financially independent un-

Afro-American studies
will face review in April,
says Social Science dean
Less than ten students
graduate every year
By Grace Donatelli
The fate of one of SJSU’s ethnic studies departments is expected to be announced before the semester.
ends after a committee determines its destiny.
Gerald Wheeler, Dean of the School of Social Science. notified the Afro-American undergraduate department last October of a review concerning their degree
program because less than ten persons were graduating
rom the program each year.
The review of a degree program is "a long process"
,recording to Afro-American chairperson Carlene
Young.
Young said the four review steps are: the school
urriculum committee review, academic senate scruriy, SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s consent or disapproval for the program and the California State Univeruty system chancellor’s determination.
"The department can only participate in the school
curriculum committee," Young said.
The committee reviewing the degree program conosts of four faculty members, two students, and Brett
lelendy, associate vice president of undergraduate
udies.
The four faculty members are Larry Gerston, assoLate professor of political science: James Willis, economic chairperson: Maria Smallwood, professor of
\ fro-American studies and Young. The two students are
\ Ms Davis, advertising major and Joseph E. Lomax,
\ fro-American major.
The school curriculum committee is scheduled to
wet April 5 to discuss the degree program and get the
ball rolling according to Melendy.
The fate of the degree program will be announced
sometime in late April or early May by CSU system
chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.
The Afro-American department is hoping the de-

EVERYONE
IS PICKING UP
ON PILOT PENS
WATCH OUT FOR

THE STUDY HALL SNATCHERS
They know that the 89O
extra fJne Pot Razor
Pont ,arke, pen writes
as smooth as silk And
the custom -fit metal
calla, helps keep that
paint eera fine page
after page That s why
when it comes to
Ram, Point, its love
at first write

Carlene Young

dergraduates are also eligible for the nes". program
Parent borrowers must begin repayment of the loans
within 60 days of the disbursement of the loan, while student borrowers may defer repayment as long as they are
attending school fulltime. However, students will be responsible for interest payments while they are in school.
The new loan was made possible through a $121 million state bond sale in February, according to Doug Coats,

SJSU speech team member
qualifies for national contest
By Mark Sweeny
Before people agree to surgery without giving it a second thought, they should listen to communications junior
Kelly Smith’s speech on the dangers of unnecessary surgery.
The speech was good enough to qualify her for the national speech competition to be held in Ogden, Utah on
April 7 through 11.
Smith placed fourth in the national qualifiers held last
weekend in Fresno State University. She competed
against 35 speakers representing various California universities.
In the nationals, she will be competing in the persuasion event. She said there will be at least 70 students in
that division from universities across the United States.
If she places in the nationals, her speech will be documented for future competitons, and she will be awarded a
trophy.
Smith said when the six finalists in the qualifiers were
called to the stage, she was nervous when the results were
read. When she did not place fifth or sixth, she knew she
qualified for the nationals.
She said her expenses in Utah will be paid by the forensics fund.
To improve her speech for the nationals, Smith said
she will be taking the judge’s comments at the qualifiers.
She said she needs to improve her gestures and make her
transitons flow easier.
"I’m going to get it so smooth. It’s going to be like
ice," Smith said.
Although she is allowed ten minutes for her speech,
she said she is trying to cut down her time to nine minutes, 57 seconds.
"By leaving between three and ten seconds, you show
the judges you really know your stuff," she said. "It also
leaves you ten seconds just in case something goes
wrong."
Voma Haesslet

partment will be considered part of the core of academic studies as are departments like humanities and
social science.
"We believe Afro-American studies is an essential
part of the university and should be available to the students," Young said.

Smith said she is preparing herself psychologically to
compete in the nationals.
"I got the energy and the determination," she said.
"I’m going to carry that excitement through the nationals.
She added the personal satisfaction of competing in
the nationals means more to her than all her awards.
"I don’t even keep the trophies," she said. "What am

By Craig Carter
After voting to give the Native American Students Organization of SJSU $500 towards an April 2 Pow Wow, program
board members discussed Monday how
they might limit funding similar requests
from future groups.

The replacement of the
steam pipes to the health,
art, music, and old cafeteria buildings will cost some
$318,000,
according
to
Henry Orbach, director of
facilities development and

EPuLoTl
at6vistarte4_
0 of MEM ’Jerre lew.5 Telethon

Kelly Smith, a member of SJSVs forensics team, will speak on
the dangers of unnecessary surgery at the national speech
competition in Ogden, Utah, April 111.
I going to do with them? Shine my face in them and comb
my hair?"

Program board may limit group funding
in the future, suggests asking A.S. board
The board has funded almost everyone who has asked for money, members
agreed, but Bob Gibson, lively arts chairman, said he didn’t want to advertise that
fact "or we’ll get flooded" with requests.
"Special allocations is where these
groups (such as NASD) should be going

Rusty, leaky steampipes
cost $318,000 to replace

-

an administrator for the California Student Loan Authority.
The three-year-old agency is the first of its kind in the
country, Coats said. It was established to provide a "secondary market for students in addition to the federal
guaranteed student loan," he said.
Applications are available in the financial aid office,
Wahlquist Library South, Room 299.

operations.
The old pipes are more
than 20 years old, he said,
and are too rusty to be
used. "They leak steam,
which becomes energy
consuming and not very

FOR YOUR NEXT
KEY & LOCK SERVICE
SEE US
FIRST
CALL
DOWNTOWN
LOCK & KEY
998-3442
Between

1.1 & 2nd Si

25 E. San Fernando St.

economical, he said. "it
is worth it to pay for the
new pipes."
Some faculty members
have had to find alternate
parking while the pipes are
being replaced. About 20
faculty parking spaces
have been torn up so new
pipes can be installed.
Keith Opalewski, commute coordinator for the
office of traffic management, said "short term"
parking has been set up for
faculty members on Seventh and Ninth streets.
The pipes should be installed by May, if it stops
raining, Orbach said.

REID HILLVIEW FLORIST
Attention all SJSU students:
Here’s your opportunity to order a
beautiful wicker Easter basket with
one dozen assorted colorful roses,
accented with baby’s breath, fern,
Easter bunny, ribbon and card.
Order before March 30th and receive
free delivery and first fifty customers
will receive a certificate for one
dozen free carnations.
2635 Cunningham Ave.
in San Jose
phone: 259-6334

anyway," said forum chairman Larry
Dougherty.
He suggested devising a form saying.
"We did fund you this time, but go to special allocations next time."
He was put in charge of devising such
a form by director Dan Ross.
Special allocations are made from the
reverted funds of the predeeding year’s

$60,00 for the 1982-83 school year.
Ross also announced the Schlitz beer
company is picking up half the $700 tab for
an upcoming Friday night comedy movie
series.
"Groove Tube" will show April 15.
"Arthur" shows April 29, "Airplane’.
shows May 6 and "Take the Money and

’Special allocations is where these
groups should be going anyway.’
--chairman Larry Dougherty
Associated Students budget. For 1982-83,
the general fund amounted to roughly $6,000 per semester.
The program board was allocated
$70,000 and has an anticipated income of

Run" shows May 13.
The board also approved Gibson’s proposal to bring Bonnie Hayes ("a female
Huey Lewis," he said to the S.U. Ballroom on April 8.

Graduation guides available
for May 28 commencement
By Mike Betz
Students planning to
participate in commencement ceremonies on May
28 may pick up a free commencement handbook.
The handbook is available at all school deans’ offices, departmental offices
and the Student Union and
Administration
Building
information booths.
It is also available at
the Clark Library service

01502101desk, at the Adtms
sions and Records graduation section of Wahlquist
Library North ( room 103)
and the undergraduate
studies office (ADM 159)
and the graduate studies
office (ADM 150).
John Brazil, executive
assistant to the president,
said any students who anticipate participating in
the May commencement
ceremonies should pick up
the handbook.
He said the handbook
is important because it answers many questions that
students have regarding
commencement activities.
The handbook tells stu-

Happy Hour

dents sk here Ilse.s can oh
lain their academic regalia, when to expect their
diploma and commencement ceremony procedures.
Brazil said about 5,000
handbooks were printed to
match
the anticipated
number of students participating in the commencement ceremony.
Participating students
must also pay a $9.50 commencement fee to cover
the costs of commencement activities.
Students must also pay
an additional $10 diploma
fee, which includes the cost
of printing, individual let
tering and a leather case
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5146110
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19 Noon
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SPEND YOUR SUMMER
IN SANTA CRUZ
COURSES IN: ANTHROPOLOGY
BIOLOGY COMPUTERS
INFO. SCIENCE LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS PSYCHOLOGY
TRANSLATION. AND MANY OTHERS
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A SUMMER
SESSION CATALOG CONTACT SUMMER SESSIM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95064 (408)429-2524
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Hidden
Villa
City kids get a taste of outdoors
Above, teachers, guides
and students involved in an
excercise to show what
happens when the ecologi
cal chain is broken.

Photos
by
Patrick
O’Keefe
Mike Miller tells new guides about Hidden Villa.

SJSU graduate Mike Miller relaxes on the path leading to the Dunned( home.

By Karen Sorensen
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Between storms, the sun shone on a group of children, their eyes gleaming with anticipation. They
were atmut to see something they had never seen
before.
With faces of awe, they quietly tip-toed into the dark
barn. There in the corner pen were triplet lambs, hours
old and stumbling for access to their mother’s milk.
After several minutes of silent observation, the children were motioned away and on to their next experience
at Hidden Villa, a 2,000-acre ranch nestled in the hills behind Foothill College.
The children were taking part in the Hidden Villa Environmental Project, a program in which college students
earn three units of credit by teaching second through
sixth graders about the environment.
Every semester, Hidden Villa trains approximately
SO ranch guides who help teach the 3,000 children which
come each year to the ranch from Santa Clara and San
Mateo Counties.
After developing skills in environmental teaching, the
guides spend one day per week educating children about
Farm and country living. Credit is given in the Environmental Studies, Natural Science, Biology, Psychology or

Recreation Leisure department.
For many children, a visit to Hidden Villa is their first
nature outing.
"Some kids don’t even know the meaning of the word
woods," said Mike Miller, an SJSU environmental studies
graduate who is now a Hidden Villa staff member.
Miller, 26, first became acquainted with Hidden Villa
as a volunteer guide while he was attending SJSU. He now
not only works with children at the ranch, but also gives
presentations at local schools to prepare the children for
their Hidden Villa field trip.
"I think the most important thing about Hidden Villa,
is that children come in contact with, and become aware
of their environment," he said. "With a working farm it’s
easy to introduce them to where their food comes from,
how they are connected with the earth and to give them an
awareness and ability to fit into the scheme of the environment."
-1
roAlong with lambs, the children see rabbits, chickens,
horses, cows and 700 pound pigs. At an environmental
project center, they study various animal skulls and then
try to identify the animals. They also hike through the
hills and learn about the wilderness.
But the field trip becomes so much fun, the children
do not realize they are learning, Miller said. Being a

ranch guide is also a great way for college students to escape the books for a day, he said.
Hidden Villa was only 1,000 acres when Frank Duveneck, now 96, bought the property in 1923. At one point he
planned to sell the land, Miller said, but when he and his
wife Josephine saw how Santa Clara County was growing,
they began to place an importance in access to open land.
Since then Duveneck has doubled his acreage and
ranch activities have flourished. In 1937, Hidden Villa became the site of the first Pacific Coast youth hostel of the
American Youth Hostel Association. The ranch has also
been the location for an interracial children’s summer
camp since 1995. At that time, many children from Japanese internment camps stayed at the ranch.
The Hidden Villa Environmental Project is the most
recent program and has been operating since 1970. The
ranch is also open to the public for hiking, horseback riding and picnicing.
Duveneck once said, "in a certain sense we never

owned the land...I simply held it and took care of it."
In view of Hidden Valley’s many visitors and volunteers, it appears that people enjoy the land just as Duveneck wishes them to.
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS .

Spring
Fashion
Fling

15,
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those heavy winter parkas, Spring is Just around
the corner, and we ve got all kinds of great new fashions
for your feet and for your top Leather ties. marylanes,
and hot new sleeveless shirts from London high -light our
spring line-up
Throw off

$1 OFF

All Rock ’n Roll T-Shirts
Anklet Socks, Socks, and Hats

F3 OFF

Sweatshirts, Leg Warmers,
and Message T-Shirts

KEEP YOUR SHIRT ON:
NEW CROP OF TOPS
Plain, Sleevelaes TtShirla 1,99
20rnn0wd ("In 1r9,120IPToPal 9.99

Yvonne Burtness, fourth and fifth grade instructor, holds a cow’s skull. The children first examine the animal skulls and then
try to guess to which farm animal the skulls belongs. Hidden Ranch has been publicly operaing since 1970.
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DON’T LET OUR LOW PRICES
HEAD.
GO TO YO
2.1,41
Nothing in college is inexpensive
these days, particularly
the weekends. That’s
why you should visit
Liquor Barn. We’ve
got over 5,000 imported and domestic
wines, champagnes,
spirits and beers(40
different keg brands also
available). And all at the
lowest possible discount
prices. That means you can
lower your college
expenses without cutting
back on your college
entertainment.
And these days
that’s a pretty
good deal.
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SPECIAL SPECIALS
THIS WEEK
(4110: Chenin Blanc. Rhine,
Vin Rose or Burgundy.
4 I. $3.98.
Taylor: French Colomhard,
Chenin Blanc, Chablis,
Zinfandel, Burgundy.
Rhine or RosØ. 1.5 I.
2 for $5.
Old Smuggler. 1.75 I.
$9.89.
Schaefer. 12 pack 12 on.
$2.69.
Itri.. wsJ throush 1 17 SI

Liquor Barn *Fiii,,
Yin’ get n hattwer vou nail* .
and you get it for le....

3503 El Camino Real, Santa Clara
5171 Prospect Road, San Jose
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NEW ARRIVAL *
DIRECT FROM LONDON
T-shirt. 12.99
910001
cebra-elnoes shirts 0’ black and *NO
Shirt! With 3, ,
CS black and C, r’r a^a red and bleCk Oct ern while They
in, they no the tastestrnowng crowd we at nad ’flour Moms
in along IMO’

NEW ARRIVAL *
TIE ONE ONI
Loather Ties 14.91
WOW ern 10 the Stock exchange or tl’s stoCkyards.
Decoratea With mulch t notes keyboard, even Ih New no.
Tanta’

TREAT YOUR FEET
CHOOSE YOUR SHOES
Maryjanes 5.99
Hottest new shoe fashion to strut into town in years,
with embroidered flowers
Karate Shoos
OPEN 365 OATS A TEAR
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Tracksters host 49ers, AIA
The SJSU men’s track and field squad will host Long
Beach State and the Athletes In Action, a Christian
group of former collegiate athletes in a double dual meet
tomorrow at Bud Winter Field.
Ernie Bullard, the Spartan coach, expects this meet
to be a very exciting one with a tremendous amount of
competitiveness from each team.
’I expect a great deal of competition in the meet," he
said. "Especially in the sprints."
Bullard also added that the hammer throw, which
will signal the start of the meet at 10:15 a.m., should

prove equally exciting.
"Freshmen Fred Schumacher and sophomore Kjel
Bystadt will be competing against Bill Green of Long
Beach State, who holds the American collegiate record
of 235-10 in the hammer throw," Bullard said.
"Everyone should really try to make it, because that
will probably be the highlight of the meet," he added.
An additional note: SJSU sensation Bernie
Holloway, who set a school record in the 400-meter high
hurdles earlier this year, was voted Track Athlete of the
Week for the second time this year by the Northern
California Track Writers association.

Ski Conditions
Here are the ski conditions at major resorts in California and Nevada, as reported on Thursday by the California State Automobile Association.
Lassen Park - No report.
Boreal - 24 to 36 inches new on 276 inch base.
Groomed powder and open powder. Two chairs.
Donner Ski Ranch - No report.
Soda Springs - No report.
Sugar Bowl - 18 to 24 inches new on 252-384 inch base.
Open and packed powder, two chairs.
Tahoe Donner - 12-14 inches new on 108-168 inch
base. Powder and groomed packed powder, one chair.
one surface lift.
North Star - 16-18 inches new on 108-192 inch base.
Packed and open powder, eight chairs.
Alpine Meadows - 24 inches of new and 174-inch
base. Closed.
Deer Park - 22-28 inches of new on 138-inch base.
Packed and open powder, one triple chair.
Homewood - 12-18 inches new on 96-192 inch base.
Groomed and open powder, three chairs, three surface
lifts.
Squaw Valley:
-8,200 feet - 18 inches new on 228-inch base. Powder

and wind -packed. Lifts on wind -hold.
-6,200 feet - 6-8 inches new on 84-inch base. Windpacked and packed powder. One free chair.
Tahoe Ski Bowl - 12-24 inches new on 108-238 inch
base. Machine-groomed packed and open powder, one
double chair.
Heavenly Valley - 18-30 inches new on 132-168 inch
base. Groomed and open powder, 18 lifts and tram.
Ski Incline - 24 inches new on 84-108 inch base.
Packed and open powder, five chairs.
Mt. Rose - Closed.
Echo Summit - 16 inches new on 168-inch base. Fresh
and groomed-packed powder, one double chair, one surface lift.
Sierra Ski Ranch - 14 inches new on 192-inch base.
Dodge Ridge - 14-18 inches new on 2I4-inch base.
Packed and open powder, four chairs, one surface lift.
Badger Pass - 18 inches new on 172-inch base. Powder and packed powder, three chairs.
Mammoth Mountain - 12 inches new on 198-inch
base. Packed and deep powder, one gondola, 13 chairs
and two surface lifts.
Sierra Summit - 8-10 inches new on 120-168 inch base.
Powder and packed powder, two chairs, two surface lifts.

UOP visits Muni
in league opener
By Lisa Ewbank
Oh, what a difference a few dollars make!
SJSU’s baseball team won 14 games last year. It has
won 12 already this pre-season. Why?
Money, of course.
After years of splitting money from just two
scholarships between eight or nine players, SJSU finally
got enough money to help out 20 players in some way.
After a news article detailed the woes of the Spartan
squad, money poured in from all over the Bay Area.
How much?
"It’s not a truckload," said head coach Gene Menges,
"but it’s been a definite factor in our winning.
"Good players make good teams," he said. "There
are several guys on the team we wouldn’t have even
talked to if we didn’t have the money."
But they did have the money. And now, going into
today’s Northern California Baseball Association noon
opener against Pacific at Municipal Stadium, the Spartans are 12-5 and improving every day.
That is, every day it doesn’t rain.
Nine Spartan contests have been rained out so far.
What effect do those rainouts have on a building team?
"It’s frustrating to all of us," Menges said. "We just
get going, then it rains again."
Most of the other teams in the league have been affected, too, but Santa Clara is at least getting some
playing time this week.
"They’re down playing in the Riverside tournament
while we’re here slopping in the mud," Menges said.
When, and if, the Spartans ever get out of that muck
and onto a fairly dry diamond, they will be a far cry from
the team of a year ago.

SPARTAGUIDE
The Progressive Students’ Alliance will meet
from 3:30 to 4:45 today in
the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Call Elias at 288-5079 for
more information.
The Humanities Club

will show "Chaucer’s En
gland" from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Montalvo
Room. For more information, call Rob at 226-7902.
The Society for Ad-

vancement of Management will present "How to
Interview" at 4 p.m. today
in the S.U. council chambers. For more information call Greg Garcia at
286-0633.

The Vietnamese Student Association will have
elections and a picnic
today at noon at the barbecue pits. For more information call Chinh Nguyen
at 226-7482

The Chinese Student
Association will have a
dance today at 8 p.m. in the
Women’s Gym. For more
information call Alan Lam
at 947-0407.

"We’re a much better team," understated Menges.
"We have a stronger defense, we’re quicker, and we’re
hitting better now than at any time last year."
One of the weak points has been control problems by
the pitchers.
"Since our defense is so good, the pitchers have to
give the batters a chance to hit," he said. "But when they
walk them, it’s stupid. If he hits the ball, we have a chance
for the out."
There is at least one Spartan batter who has been
trouble to more than one opposing pitcher -- switch hitter
Ken Caminiti.
Caminiti, a sophomore transfer from San Jose City
College, is hitting .400 and has shown his power time after
time, including the day he hit a home run from the right
side, then turned around and hit one left handed.
Of the pitchers, Ed Bass has done "real well," according to Menges.
"His ERA 1.69) is one of the tops around the area,"
he said. "He will always keep us in a game."
John McLarnan, after an abysmal 1-13 1982 season, is
3-1 with a 4.50 ERA, and is one of the squad’s most effective pitchers.
Will all this improvement make a difference in a
league that boasts No: 6 ranked Fresno State?
"We have a good chance to fight for the championship," Menges said. "Position by position we’re as
strong as any other team.
"Everyone is looking towards Fresno, but they know
we’re there, too."
The Spartans will get the chance to prove their point
when they visit Fresno for a doublsheader April 6. The
Bulldogs come into town April 9 and 10 for the three game
series.

Sports still being played
Hey guys! There’s no
break from SJSU sports
while we relax next week
during Spring Vacation.
We have five baseball
games, two men’s golf
tournaments and two track
meet all going on next
week.

Winter Field for a meet
with Long Beach State,
Athletes In Action and the
University of California at
Irvine Saturday.

Golf tournament slated for
next Tuesday in Santa
Cruz, but the course, Pasa
Tiempo, is suspect because
of the recent wet weather.

The SJSU men’s golf
team will be among 18
schools competing in the
Northern California Invitational tournament to be
held at the Elkhorn
Country Club in Stockton.
Tee off time began 7 a.m.
this morning. The players
will cover 54 holes.

The SJSU baseball
team will still be at
Municipal Stadium next
Thursday and Friday for
two games with Pacific
Lutheran. The games are
both scheduled for a 7:3o
p.m. start.

Today, the Spartan
baseball team will take on
the University of Pacific 3
p.m. at Municipal Stadium.
SJSU will then take the
Tigers on for a twinbill I
p.m. Saturday.
SJSU is scheduled to be
Our track team, the host school for the
meanwhile, will be at Bud Western Interdolleglate

Both men’s and
women’s SJSU tennis
teams will have tie week
off along With the rest’ Of us
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By John Venturino
The Lady Spartan
golfers played their way to
their highest finish of the
Spring season this week at
the Husky Invitational in
Seattle. Their 54-hole total
of 947 was good for second
place behind United States
International University’s

Ann Walsh was in position
to win the tournament after
two rounds. She was three
shots behind USIU’s Pip
Barry in second place
going into the final day’s
play, but stumbled in with
an 82 and finished fifth.

930.

US1U swept the top
three spots individually,

Spartan

sophomore

sea

left

ter

Amy Ellertson, and Kell!
Knoll took the next three
Knoll finished tied at 239.

with Barry on top at 224.
Wendy Swift and Gisela
Conner finishing tied at ’230.
Linda McEwen of San
Diego State was fourth at
231.
Following SJSU’s
Walsh was Flori Prono of
USC in sixth at 233,
Spartans Nancy Brown,
spots. Brown finished at
237, and Ellertson and

Rounding out the team
finishes were USC in third
at 973, followed by Weber
State and San Diego Stahe
the team
982,
at
Washington at 1015,
Fullerton State at 1051 and
Oregon State at 1057.
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Lady Spartans play tough,
finish second at Invitational
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if it helps the team: I know 1 can play first
base."
Knight hit .294 last year with his average falling under .300 in the final month or
the season.
"I was really disappointed I didn’t hit
.300," Knight said. "I hit .300 all year, but I
lost my stroke at the end and couldn’t get
it back."
Knight was even more unhappy in the
way the club finished - fifth place, 12
games behind National League Western
Division winner Atlanta.
"We got off to a bad start and couldn’t
make up the difference because Atlanta
was so red-hot," Knight said. "We can’t
afford that kind of lapse again. We’ve got
to play well from the start."
Knight said one of the keys is having
good performances by the bullpen.
"We lost something like 27 games
after the seventh inning last year because
we couldn’t stop anybody," Knight said.
On this particular day in the Astros’
camp, Knight was being visited by his
wife, in between stops on the LPGA tour.
and his 4-year-old son, Brooks.
"It’s great having them here," he
said.

COCOA BEACH, Fla. (AP) - This is a
spring of big changes for Ray Knight.
He’s married, and thanks to his
bride’s lessons, his golf handicap has
dipped below eight.
And he’s the new first baseman of the
Houston Astros.
Knight married one of the stars of the
Ladies Professional Golf Association tour,
Nancy Lopez.
"She has me thinking on the golf
course," Knight said. "I used to just step
up to the ball and hit it. Now, she has me
into managing the ball around the course.
She’s a great teacher."
Lopez won’t be able to help much with
night’s new position, first base.
Knight was moved to first base last
ptember in an experiment. Bill Doran
as called up from the minor leagues and
tarted at second base, with Phil Garner
oing to Knight’s position at third.
Bob Lillis, the Astros’ new manager,
iked what he saw.
"Ray is still not real comfortable
here, but it won’t be long," said Lillis.
I’m not worried the new position will afect his hitting."
Knight said, "The move is OK with me
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A.S. STALEMATED...

Anderson’s proposal
includes new groups
By Jan Field
Associated Students President John
"Tony" Anderson presented to the board
of directors Wednesday his own A.S. budget recommendations, which include two
Chicano groups excluded from the
board’s budget.
With the exception of Semana Chi..ana and El Concilio, Anderson’s budget
recommendations are nearly identical to
the A.S. budget committee’s recommendations, which were also presented at the
meeting.
Anderson’s budget recommends that
Semana Chicano be allocated $4,300 and
El Concilio, $3,825
His budget proposal was accepted
without question by directors, despite
the fact that the A.S. constitution states
the president’s budget recommendation
must be submitted to the board by March
1.
The A.S. hoard can accept the president’s budget proposal even if the proposal is past deadline. said Rick Spargo,

Continued hunt pep I

chairman ot the hoard.
"Past presidents have done it too,"
Spargo said, "so it is not the first time.
Why be petty about it"
The chicano groups were excluded
from the A.S. budget this year because
they failed to submit a budget proposal
to the board by the deadline, directors
said.
The chicon() groups said that the
deadline was purposely set for an inconvenient time to exclude the groups from
the A.S. budget.
The board of directors has until May
I to reconcile the budget committee’s
recommendations and Anderson’s recommendations. After May 1, the A.S.
budget must be submitted to SJSU President Gail Fullerton for final approval.
Anderson’s budget totalled $516,000
and the budget committee’s totalled
$478,200. The budget committee made its
recommendations based on a projected
A.S. income of $480,01341 for the 1983,414
academic year.

ha Vt. ;I responSibility to finish what they
started and find time to attend the hearings as witnesses.
"If they the board members ) are taking this seriously, then they should make
an effort to be here," Anderson said.
The preliminary and formal hearings
were scheduled after the directors asked
the newly formed judiciary committee
March 4 to review several overlapping
budgetary and constitutional charges relating to five major allegations against
Anderson.

Board members approved, with one
abstention, a resolution listing the allegations and asked for Anderson’s resignation. According to the board, Anderson:
,4 misused $400 in A.S. funds for a minority project last May. When he signed as
A.S. president on A.S. stationery for letters sent to businesses, he technically
made the minority project an A.S. project
.4 on two occasions allowed more than 10
people into the Wednesday Night Cinema
for free without prior permission;

GRAND

took two trips to Long Beach on A.S.
business without receipts;
used A.S. money to pay for his own
parking permits for this and last semester; and
.4 failed to represent A.S. at certain required meetings.
Judiciary members wandered into the
meeting, unsure of whether they were
meeting at all. About 3 p.m. there were finally enough people present to make some
decisions as a committee.
"I wouldn’t really even call it a meeting," Blanton said.
Since Anderson and Sam Doying, director of student rights and responsibilities and prosecutor, had to leave the meeting to attend the board meeting, the
formal hearing couldn’t be held, Blanton
said.
The judiciary committee closed the
meeting to the public and came up with a
suggestion for the board of directors,
Blanton said.
He would not say what the suggestion
was.
Neither would Spargo, who said the information was given in "closed session."

DOYING...
Caltirei horn pipet
the way I understand it, says that if the A.S. attorney
general, a position that no longer exists, is involved personally in the case, then the chief justice will appoint
someone," Doying said.
"That could be read that I am the acting attorney
general, and In, involved iii the case," Doying said.
Rick Spargo also said he thought it was the chief justice’s duty to appoint someone, and that board members
shouldn’t be involved in the decision.
Doying had agreed to represent the A.S. board of directors at a preliminary hearing March 14 to determine
what evidence and which witnesses could be used at a
later formal hearing, he said.
Rick Spargo, A.S. vice president, had asked Doying
to be the board’s attorney because he was the newest
edition to the A.S. board, and the most likely to handle
the job objectively, Doying said.
The board approved the Doying’s appointment to
student rights and responsibilities director at the beginning of this semester, replacing graduating Ed Makiewicz.
"I thought my total obligation was to present the
charges," Doying said after the preliminary hearing
March 14.
"Quite frankly, I don’t have the time or the interest
to present a coherent case," he added. "I don’t know
how to go about it, and I don’t have the time to go about
it."

OPENING!

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IN CONJUNCTION WITH
DATA MANAGEMENT FACILITIES CO. LTD. IS PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF A MICROCOMPUTER CENTER
FEATURING

OSBORNE
COMPUTER

PORTABLE

COMPUTERS,

COP PO RATION

SOFTWARE, AND ALSO C=

commodore

PRODUCTS.

LOCATED DOWNSTAIRS IN THE BOOKSTORE,
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF NOW HAVE A CONVENIENT
CENTRAL LOCATION FOR THE PURCHASE,
AND

SUPPORT OF

MICROCOMPUTERS

SERVICE

ON CAMPUS.

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

F
DATA MANAGEMENT FACULTY CO., INC.
MICROCOMPUTER DIVISION

COMPUTER
CENTER

ASK US ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL
PACKAGE FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF

HOURS: OPEN MON-FRI 9:30-5:30
(408) 277-3039
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